Cross-striolar and commissural inhibition in the otolith system.
Neural connections from the saccular and utricular nerves to the ipsilateral vestibular neurons and the commissural effects were studied by using intracellular recordings of excitatory (E) and inhibitory (I) postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) in vestibular neurons of cats after focal stimulation of the saccular and the utricular maculae. Neural circuits from the maculae to vestibular neurons, termed cross-striolar inhibition, may provide a mechanism for increasing the sensitivity to linear acceleration and tilt of the head. It was examined whether secondary vestibular neurons activated by an ipsilateral otolith organ received a commissural inhibition from a contralateral otolith organ that occupied the same geometric plane. Results suggest that utricular-activated vestibular neurons receiving commissural inhibition may provide a mechanism for increasing the sensitivity to horizontal linear acceleration and tilt of the head. The commissural inhibition of the saccular system was much weaker than that of the utricular system.